Built For Roadies...

This flashy device glued to the roof of your car will help a hassle-free conversation.

How often do people who drive complain of the neck-pain, exacerbated by the act of sandwiching cell phones between their tilted neck and shoulder? This balancing act of talking on the cell phone and steering the driving wheel is certainly a dangerous, but an unavoidable routine.

Technology does bring its own peril, but then it is the same technology that dishes out a solution to the problem it creates. So those of you, who hesitate to take the call while driving and dangling Bluetooth or earphone, here is a device worth a dekho.

Movon M K 20 is a device that sticks to the interior roof of your car and allows you to take calls without any of the distracting devices like wireless headphones. With Movon M K 20 you are absolutely unplugged. It has a magnetic base, which enable it to get attached and detached with equal ease. You just don’t have to touch your cell phone at all. This flashy gadget has a small LCD screen which activates the connection easily. Once that happens you can take all your call on the Movon. It also has a unique feature called ‘noise filter’ which help avoid unwanted outside noise and facilitate the conversation loud and clear.

After the primary pairing with your cell phone, the setting does not require more than a couple of seconds to use the device on a regular basis. In short the primary connectivity protocol need not be repeated. Movon M K 20 comes with a vehicle [car] charger.

The battery life is eternal, almost. It is quite surprising to know that it runs on duplex-connection system, which allows you to speak and listen at the same time. It offers different ring tones and you can dial and redial numbers very easily. When you want to get back to your cell phone after having parked your car, all you need to do is, to push the screen of M K 20 and the device is off and your cell phone is ready to receive calls. The only drawback of this otherwise cool device is the fact that its use is limited only within a car. This funky gadget will cost you Rs. 5,500 with six month’s warranty. Movon adds to the ambience of your car and give you a feel of being a James Bond along with steady driving wheel with lesser distractions.
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Techno at your tip...

Dhara Salla finds out New Technology for all techno freaks

Music is considered as the best time-pass for almost everyone, as it is one thing that travels with a person wherever he/she goes. Be it a young college kid or an old person travelling in the train, almost everyone has hear phones plugged into their ears all the time. And so for all you music buffs, out there, the ‘Apple IPod’ is for you.

A touch screen with a memory of 8 GB, the Apple IPod connects you to the world with just a simple touch. With the inbuilt feature of Wi-Fi, you can easily access the Internet. The facility of a world clock is another feature of this gizmo. The 3.7-inch LCD helps to use photo gallery and also store and watch videos. Apple is already a big brand, which doesn’t need any explanation. This IPod is in great demand and is available at Rs 16,900 in almost every shop.

Let’s move on to some thing which is also a part of technology but can serve many purposes. ‘Photography,’ we know is a Passion for some, whereas for some it is a profession or just a hobby. The Canon IXUS 950 serves all purposes. An 8-mega-pixel product it comes with four times optical zoom compared to normal ones. The camera has a 2.5 inch LCD with image stabilizer. The unique feature of this piece is that it has a 9 face detection (means if there are 9 people in a group photo then it can detect all the faces very clearly).

An Advance DIGIC III, an updated technical processor is a part of the technology of this camera. A 1GB storage card is also available with it and you will have to shell out around Rs.15995, if you want to own this.

As it is costly and just launched, the sales of this product is picking up slowly and gradually. So, what are you waiting for? Capture your most memorable moments, which is just a click away.
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